
Aikido Kokikai Delaware 
Kihon (“Basics”) Class Structure 

 
To prepare students for their journey in Aikido, our objective is to provide a strong 

foundation upon which to build a safe, enjoyable, and fulfilling experience. Accomplishing this 
requires constant attention to the “basics” of Aikido, especially for beginners.  

Shuji Maruyama Sensei (founder of Kokikai Aikido) has provided us with these 
foundational elements, which are the focus of every class and over time can be life changing for 
committed students.    

The following describes these foundational elements, and what each student will 
experience as part of their training in Aikido Kokikai Delaware. 
 
The Four Principles 

Through the development and sincere study of the Four Principles, our Aikido practice 
and our daily lives are viewed from a whole new perspective. 

1. Focus on your One Point 
2. Relax in Everything you do 
3. Maintain Correct Posture 
4. Maintain a Positive Mind-set 

 
Rick Berry Sensei (chief instructor at Wilmington Dojo) is constantly stressing the 

importance of being able to apply these principles “off the mat”. 
 

Kihon (“Basics”) Class Learning Objectives 
• Dojo Etiquette... 
Upon entering the dojo (practice area) every student must display utmost respect for the 
training area, instructors, fellow students, and most importantly, his or her self. The 
discipline attained through the practice of correct dojo etiquette is an extremely important 
part of Aikido training. 
• 2. Ki Tests and Whole-body exercises... 
Ki Tests are specifically designed to examine the student’s knowledge of all four 
principles. Each student will learn how to correctly administer each balance test and learn the 
practicality of each test. Whole-body exercises teach the student how to move the body with 
efficiency and grace and develop strength in a more complete and uniform way. 
• 3. Technique... 
The major part of learning will be the techniques required to pass 6th & 5th Kyu Tests. They 
are the fundamental techniques in Kokikai Aikido. More elaborate techniques stem from this 
foundation. 
• Ukemi – Attacker’s Role and Safe Practice... 
The student will learn an overview of various attacks, reasons for different attacks, and safe 
methods of recovering from various “throws”.  Safety is our top priority. 
• Jo & Bokken Basics – Jo (wooden staff) Bokuto (wooden sword) 
• Relaxation Exercises – useful in today's hectic world. 


